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For courses in History of World Religions or Introduction to World Religions. Ã‚Â  A History of the

World&#39;s Religions gives students an accurate look at the religions of the world by including

descriptive and interpretive details from the original source materials, and to bridge the interval

between the founding of religions and their present state. Ã‚Â  Refined by over forty years of

dialogue and correspondence with religious experts and practitioners around the world, Noss&#39;s

A History of the World&#39;s Religions is widely regarded as the hallmark of scholarship, fairness,

and accuracy in its field. It is also the most thorough yet manageable history of world religion

available in a single volume, treating many subjects largely neglected in other texts. The

book&#39;s depth, breadth, and organization free instructors from having to cover everything in

lectures, enabling them to select specific assignments and use class time for questions, discussion,

and their own favorite materials.
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A History of the World&#39;s Religions is widely regarded as the hallmark of scholarship, fairness,

and accuracy in its field. Noss introduces you to the origins of world religions and shows you how

they developed into the religions that impact the world we live in now. The depth, breadth, and clear

organization of A History of the WorldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Religions provide information that is most useful for

lively class discussions and in-depth assignments.  Ã‚Â  NEW TO THE TWELFTH EDITION!  

Updated coverage of Jewish scriptures in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, the Pharisaic Hebrew



scriptures, the Septuagint, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the Samaritan Pentateuch. Updated coverage

of the Religious Right, the change in popes, the ongoing re-examination of human sexuality in

Christian communities, and developments in global Christianity. Coverage of the ShiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ite

and Baath Party rift in Iraq. Coverage of the religious background to conflict within Iran. Additional

material on the impact of the gender gap on South Asian religious communities. New illustrations,

including teaching pictures actually used in everyday devotional activity CONTENT AND

PEDAGOGIC FEATURES OF A HISTORY OF THE WORLD&#39;S RELIGIONS   Offers the most

detailed treatment of world religions available in a single-volume text.  Demonstrates how the history

of a religion influences the current religious, social, political, and ethical climate.  Includes primary

sources and places them within a context that maximizes understanding. Treats non-English terms

with clarity and sensitivity. Discusses the varieties of fundamentalism found in religions today and

why they emerged.  Discusses the role of women and female divinities.  Includes a complete

chapter on Zoroastrianism.  Organizes material in a way that makes information easy to locate.

Highlights terms and keys them to chapter-end glossaries.  Boxes brief quotations for added interest

and easy reference.

I was required to take a class on religion as a prerequisite for a nursing program I applied to. I

ended up choosing a different program, but am still happy that I took the course on world religion.

The course, and this book especially, opened my eyes about many of the world's religions. It made

me a more open-minded person, and taught me a lot about religion and culture. The lessons I

learned from this book and class are priceless. I truly think the world would be a better place if

everyone read this book and developed a bigger level of understanding about different faith

backgrounds.

I imagine when you write a history book on religion it must be very hard towrite an unbiased opinion

and stick to the facts.I personally was not impressed with the author's writing and so I am a

littleshocked to see it is in it's 12th edition already.I bought the book based on it having so many

updates and new editions andsimply the title gave me what I needed as I was searching for some

specifichistorical answers. The book provided what I needed so I rated it OK.

So disappointing. I was excited to study religion, but the book is so hard to read. It looks like

someone took random paragraphs from a bigger book and just pasted everything together.

Sometimes paragraphs are not even connected, or the next sentence may jump to a completely



different topic. I have an assignment to paraphrase Hinduism and I'm sitting here trying to pick and

choose sentences and put them in a paragraph that expresses a coherent and meaningful thought. I

wish my teacher had chosen a different book...

Very detailed.. So detailed that it will over load your brain. It helped me out a lot but I would

recommend just sticking with the Islam, Judaism, Christianity, and the other major religions that the

exam covers. I read the whole book and compared it to the exam, the majority of those indigenous

religions that are outline and detailed in the book wont pop up on the exam. So, don't waste your

time if you are using this book as study guide for the exam.

Thorough, descriptive, and easy to understand, this book carefully explores the different religions

without engaging in a lot of bias.

The text is rich and detailed while remaining an overview of major world religions. Purchased the

older edition for college.

Book was amazing with lots of info. Needed it for school and got an A in this class because of this

book.
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